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How your jeans are made

Teacher’s Notes
Teaching objectives

Grade: 7-9
Subjects: Math
Entrepreneurship
Globalisation
Sustainability

Identify the different steps in the supply chain of a
pair of jeans.
Learn about the different people and costs involved
in producing a pair of jeans.
Play role-play games and face real economic
problems, putting you in the shoes of different
people in the supply chain.
Apply mathematical knowledge to real-life
problems.

Time guidelines are estimated.
Please feel free to organise the class as
you consider more convenient.
Happy teaching!

Overview of the module:

5 min

Discussion: What do you know about your jeans?
Ask your students to bring a pair of jeans to class. Encourage them to gather as much information as possible from the label. Discuss in class if what they find on the label is enough
information for them.

4 x 45
min
3.1 What is a supply
chain?

1 x 45
min
3.2 Math Activity

This unit will explain in
depth what a supply chain
is. Also it will give your
students a braoder understanding of how garment
production affects the
environment and the people
who work on the production
of garments.

This unit will put your
students in the shoes of
cotton farmers and factory
owners. Students will have
to solve everyday math
problems related to these 2
profiles.

Sustainability

Math

Globalisation
Entrepreneurship

Sustainability
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Materials In fashion

Teacher’s Notes

3.1 What is a supply chain?

32 x 45
min

Sections in this module:
Video

10 min

Here is Nelson again. This time, Nelson asks himself
what things he would like to know before buying a new
pair of jeans. Use this excercise to help students identify
key words that they will use during the whole class. If it
helps, you can give your students a guide like the one
below:

Activity
NEED a new pair of jeans?
‘Do I really _______
TREATED _______
RIGHT and _______
PAID _______
WELL ?
‘How do I know if the people who made the jeans were ___________
ORGANIC ?
‘What about the cotton? Is it ___________
‘Were any harmful CHEMICALS
____________ used?’
FAIR _______
TRADE ?’
`Is this brand _______
Find the printable version of this exercise at the end of the teaching notes

Discussion

10 min

Get your students interested on the topic by engaging them in a discussion about their jeans.

How much of the information Nelson is requiring can you find on the
label?
Can you guess where the fabric the jeans are made of came from?
What different stages of production did they go through before you
bought them?
How many different groups of workers contributed to making them?
And how many countries did they pass through before you bought them?

Video

10 min

Watch this animation about the steps required to produce a pair of jeans. Ask your students
to fill the gaps of the numbers below according to the animation.
Find a printable version of this at the end of the teaching notes
jeans bought in 2014 worldwide
1.2 billion__________________________
fuel and machinery spend in farms
40%__________________________________
fertilisers and agricultural chemicals
35%__________________________________
world’s pesticides
16%___________________________________
seeds
20%__________________________________

of the cotton seeds in the US are genetically modified
90%____________________________________________
goes to pay workers in cotton plantations in the US
5%_____________________________________________
sewing
operations to sew jeans together
37 _____________________________________________
litres of water use to dye and rinse jeans
5,000__________________________________________

Theory - What is a supply chain?
Here it is a little introduction to a supply chain so your students can have a basic idea of what
the term “supply chain” means.

5 min

Activity - Supply Chain Cards

10 min

difficulty
Divide your students in groups and give them a set of cards to each group. Ask the groups to put the cards
into the right order according to what they have been reading and watching during the lesson.
Below these lines you can find the right order:
1. growing and harvesting cotton – 2. cleaning the cotton – 3. sending the cotton to a mill –
4. carding, twisting, spinning and stretching the cotton into yarn – 5. dyeing the yarn with indigo – 6.
weaving the yarn to make fabric – 7. sending the fabric to factories – 8. cutting and sewing the fabric into
jeans – 9. sandblasting, bleaching, applying acid, coating the jeans – 10. sending the jeans to a distribution centre – 11. sending the jeans to stores.
Find the printable cards at the end of the teaching notes.

Theory B - First step, supplying materials

15 min

This theory module will show students what raw material is needed to produce a pair jeans.

Activity
Let your students read the paragraphs about cotton and lead them to match the titles with the
paragraphs. You can find the solutions below:
(Paragraph
(Paragraph
(Paragraph
(Paragraph
(Paragraph

2) a. The use of herbicides and pesticides.
5) b. The benefits of organic cotton
1) c. The use of water in cotton production
4) d. The use of genetically modified cotton seeds
3) e. The use of fertilizers in cotton production

Activity - Cotton Supply Chain Cards

10 min

difficulty
Give each of your students a copy of the cards in printable page 2. Ask them first to write the
definition of each word and then, to organise them in the right order.
Below these lines is the solution:
1. harvesting – 2. spinning –3. dyeing – 4. weaving – 5. fabric – 6. sewing –
7. finishing – 8. distribution – 9. store

Theory B - second step, the manufacturing of the yarn and fabric

15 min

In this section students will learn how the cotton fibre from the plant gets transform into yarn, and
then fabric.

This 5 min video will illustrate the process from fibre to yarn.

Quiz time!

10 min

Get your students to sign in and start the contest!

Theory B - third step, manufacturing factory
In this section students will learn how their jeans get made and finished before they can buy them.

This 3 min video illustrates how some companies are trying to make
their supply chain more sustainable.

15 min

Discussion

5 min

1. Why do brands outsource manufacturing work to far-off countries?
2. How does the ‘finishing’ stage in producing jeans relate to sustainability?

Theory B - fourth step, how jeans get from the factory to the shop

15 min

In this section students will learn how a distribution centre works and why they have become the
key to successful multinational brands.

in This 6.5 minutes video your students will learn how a distribution
centre works.

Pre-reading questions

5 min

1. What are your favourite clothes shops?
2. What is it you like about them?
3. How do shops make sure they have the products that customers want?
4. What are some of the biggest costs for shop owners?

Theory B - fifth step, at the store

5 min

In this section students will learn how a store is run.

Activity - supply chain managers
difficulty
Divide your students in groups and assign each group one of the following titles:
1. The Cotton Farm
2. From Fibre to Yarn
3. Jeans Factory
4. Distribution Centre
5. The Store
Provide each group with the last printable page of this section. For each step of the supply chain,
encourage them to think about its environmental impact, the people involved, and the machinery
needed.

10 min
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STAGES OF A PAIR OF JEANS
1. WHAT IS IT MADE OF?

Interesting facts

ENVIRONMENT - Natural fibers are grown with fertilisers and pesticides,
and uses a lot of water to be grown.
SOCIAL - Another thing to consider is the working conditions of the
countries where the natural fiber is grown. Are they getting fairly paid?
Do they have child labour working in the fields?

Did you know that to grow the
cotton that goes into a t-shirt
you need 2700 litres of water1?
That is the water you need to
shower for 2 months2.
2 MONTHS!!

2. PROCESSING MATERIALS

3. MANUFACTURING

ENVIRONMENT - Cleaning and dying the fibres
use harsh chemicals to give fabrics the colour
and nice texture you can see on your jeans. This
also means you need tons of water to rinse all
these chemicals from the fabric before you can
wear it.
SOCIAL - What about the conditions of these
factory workers? Are they properly protected
against all the chemicals they use every day?
Do they get paid enough?

ENVIRONMENT - Most factories in developing countries run in old equipment, wasting a lot of energy.
Also, the waste is dumped inadequetly so it ends up
in landfill instead of being reuse or recycle.
SOCIAL - Garment factory workers are among the
lowest paid workforce in the world. Certain countries
have better working conditions than others.
Where were your jeans made? Do they have good
working conditions there?
Find out here
http://labourbehindthelabel.net/campaigns/living-wage/

4. DISTRIBUTION
Where are your jeans travelling from?
Boat transportation is normally less polluting than air tranportation. Trucks are also a common way of
trasporting garments from the ports to the distribution centres and from there to stores.
Is the brand producing your jeans doing anything to use less polluting ways of transporting their garments?

5. PACKAGING

6. WASH, WEAR and WARDROBE

ENVIRONMENT - Check how many things
come with your jeans when you buy them. A
box? A cardboard label? 2? 3? A bag to carry
it? A plastic bag to protect it when they ship
it? A hanger?
Are there any of these things recyclable?

ENVIRONMENT - What happens after you buy your
clothes?
Clothes are washed over and over again. This
process uses a lot of energy and detergents that are
also chemical.
How could you do this in a more sustainable way?

Interesting facts
Do you know that around 20% of
the total energy used in the
lifecycle of a t-shirt comes from
washing it after you use it3?

7. LANDFILL, REUSE or RECYCLE
ENVIRONMENT - What happens to your jeans when you don’t want
them anymore? Do you throw it to the bin? Do you take it to a
textile collection point?
Do you give it to charity so they can re-sell it?

[1] http://www.worldwildlife.org/stories/the-impact-of-a-cotton-t-shirt
[2] http://everylittledrop.com.au/knowledge-center/how-much-water-does-a-person-need/
[3] http://bit.ly/23RuGo8

Printing material

Print this page and give one copy to each student
3.1 Jeans - a. Concept Check 1

‘Do I really _______ a new pair of jeans?
‘How do I know if the people who made the jeans were ___________ _______ and _______ _______ ?
‘What about the cotton? Is it ___________ ?
‘Were any harmful ____________ used?’
`Is this brand _______ _______ ?’

3.1 Jeans - a. Concept Check 2
1.2 billion__________________________
40%__________________________________
35%__________________________________
16%___________________________________
20%__________________________________

90%____________________________________________
5%_____________________________________________
37 _____________________________________________
5,000__________________________________________

3.1 Jeans b. - supply chain of jeans - (if you want to be more sustainable
print in black and white)

cleaning the
cotton

sending the
fabric to factories

dyeing the
yarn with
indigo

cutting and
sewing the fabric
into jeans

Store

sending the jeans
to stores

growing and
harvesting
cotton

sandblasting,
bleaching, applying
acid, coating the
jeans

Distribution
centre

weaving the
yarn to make
fabric

sending the
cotton to a
mill

sending the jeans
to a distribution
centre

carding, twisting,
spinning and
stretching the
cotton into yarn

Printing material

3.1 Jeans b. - Supply chain of cotton - (if you want to be more sustainable
print in black and white)

harvesting

spinning

Dying

weaving

fabric

sewing

finishing

distribution

store

Printing material

3.1 Jeans c. supply chain managers
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